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This article presents a high-bandwidth control design suitable for precision motion instrumentation.
Iterative learning control ILC, a feedforward technique that uses previous iterations of the desired
trajectory, is used to leverage the repetition that occurs in many tasks, such as raster scanning in
microscopy. Two ILC designs are presented. The first design uses the motion system dynamic model
to maximize bandwidth. The second design uses a time-varying bandwidth that is particularly useful
for nonsmooth trajectories such as raster scanning. Both designs are applied to a multiaxis
piezoelectric-actuated flexure system and evaluated on a nonsmooth trajectory. The ILC designs
demonstrate significant bandwidth and precision improvements over the feedback controller, and the
ability to achieve precision motion control at frequencies higher than multiple system resonances.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2980377
I. INTRODUCTION
Many modern scientific instruments rely on precise mo-
tion generation. This is especially true at the nanoscale and
below, where precision motion systems PMSs are used for
microscopy,1–4 manipulation,5–7 assembly,8,9 and information
storage.10 For precise motion at the submicron scale, actua-
tion is typically provided by piezoelectric crystals and trans-
mitted through flexure linkages to the tool, which is often a
cantilevered probe. Sensing can be accomplished through
several technologies including capacitance sensors, linear
variable differential transform sensors, and the piezoelectric
actuators. The controller is an algorithm, usually imple-
mented on a digital microprocessor, that uses incoming
sensed information to determine the appropriate outgoing ac-
tuation signal. A schematic of the complete PMS is shown in
Fig. 1.
Primarily, the goal for the PMS is high precision with
high bandwidth. High bandwidth is especially important for
nonsmooth motions, such as the normalized triangle wave
shown in Fig. 2. The triangle wave is important in micros-
copy since it is used by one axis to create the raster scanning
motion. To track nonsmooth motions, which are synonymous
with high accelerations, the controlled system must be ca-
pable of very high bandwidth. As seen from Fig. 2, it may be
necessary for the controlled system to have a bandwidth that
is one or two orders of magnitude larger than the fundamen-
tal frequency to accurately track the triangle wave. When the
bandwidth is too low, the system will not duplicate the com-
manded accelerations resulting in rounded corners or over-
shoot. In the case of microscopy, tracking error will appear
as image artifacts.
Traditionally, proportional-plus-integral PI or
proportional-plus-double-integral PII feedback controllers
have been used to provide the motion control.1 Although
these controllers are effective for convergence to step or
ramp trajectories, they may be poorly suited for tracking
complex trajectories or during transient motions, such as the
peaks and valleys of a triangle wave. The reason for this is
that they are designed based on the low-frequency behavior
of nanopositioning systems. At higher frequencies, resonant
modes of the flexure systems become important, or even
dominate the response. More complex H-type feedback
controllers, which can account for the resonant modes of the
system, have demonstrated higher bandwidth and improved
transient tracking over the PI or PII type controllers.11 Al-
though H feedback controllers have a higher bandwidth,
they still operate well below the first system resonance. To
provide high-bandwidth tracking that can approach or exceed
the system resonance, a feedforward control is necessary.12,13
In many applications, such as raster scanning, the refer-
ence trajectory is repetitive. The repetition of the trajectory
can be leveraged in a feedforward-type control called itera-
tive learning control ILC.14–17 In ILC, the feedforward sig-
nal is generated and updated from previous passes of the
trajectory. The performance of this scheme is less sensitive to
model inaccuracies than standard feedforward control be-
cause it is updated using the actual system response rather
than relying on the system model. The reduced model sensi-
tivity translates to higher bandwidth. In Ref. 18 an ILC de-
sign is presented for hysteretic systems, which includes
atomic force microscopes. Here, we treat hysteresis as a low-
frequency disturbance and delegate hysteresis compensation
to the feedback controller. The primary focus of our ILC
design is to maximize bandwidth. To this end, we present a
high-bandwidth ILC design. For nonsmooth trajectories, an
advanced ILC design is also presented that uses knowledge
of the trajectory to further improve precision. Both designs
are tested on a multiaxis piezopositioning system and results
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show significant performance improvement versus feedback
control and that precision tracking is capable beyond the first
system resonance.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we describe the class of systems under consideration.
An introduction to ILC is given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, our
high-bandwidth ILC design is presented. A second, advanced
ILC design for nonsmooth trajectories is presented in Sec. V.
Both designs are applied to a multiaxis piezopositioning sys-
tem and evaluated for precision. Results are given in Sec. VI
and conclusions are given in Sec. VII.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We assume that the motion system can be described as a
multi-input multioutput MIMO linear time-invariant LTI
system
Gz = G11z ¯ G1nz]  ]
Gn1z ¯ Gnnz  ,
where Gijz is the discrete-time transfer function from the
jith control input to the ith axis position, n is the number of
inputs and outputs, and z is complex. We use a discrete-time
formulation because ILC requires measurement and storage
of the output signals, which is done digitally. For serial ki-
nematic systems, where each degree of freedom is primarily
controlled by a single actuator, the diagonal elements of
Gz, Giiz for i=1, . . . ,n provide the dominant response
and off-diagonals Gijz, where i j, are comparatively
small. It should be noted that at high frequencies it is not
uncommon for serial mechanisms to display significant cou-
pling. In parallel kinematic systems, such as the system dis-
cussed in Sec. VI, multiple inputs affect each output creating
highly coupled dynamics. For the system used in Sec. VI,
three piezoactuator inputs A, B, and C actuate the system,
which is measured in standard Cartesian output coordinates
X, Y, and Z. The Bode plot for this is shown in Fig. 3, from
which the coupling can be clearly seen.
A. Frequency regions
In the following we define three frequency regions com-
mon in nanopositioning systems. These regions are important
for our discussion and control design because they provide a
context for the limitations and challenges in control design.
They also provide a means of normalizing across the spec-
trum of nanopositioning systems. Consider the transfer func-
tion from actuator UA to the Y axis of the system in Fig. 3
given by G21z shown in greater detail in Fig. 4. For the
purposes of this discussion, we can divide the Bode plot into
three regions. In region I the flexure system is stiff enough to
quickly transmit the piezoactuator’s motion to the tool. High
stiffness and low-frequency piezoproperties give this region
a characteristically flat response. In region II, resonant modes
of the flexure system appear resulting in lightly damped
poles and zeros. Region III may also have some resonant
modes but has characteristically low gain due to intertia-
based “roll off.”
Region I is the typical region of operation for these sys-
tems since the flat response makes it relatively easy to con-
trol. Control in region II is difficult because the magnitude
and phase change rapidly over short frequency ranges which
can cause instability in feedback control for even small in-
accuracies in the model. Control in region III is impractical
and inefficient because very large control signals are neces-
sary for comparatively small motions. Because of the poten-
tial for instability with feedback control in region II, this is
primarily a domain for feedforward control.12
B. Feedback control
The feedback controller is assumed to be an LTI filter
Kz = K11z ¯ K1nz]  ]
Kn1z ¯ Knnz  ,
where Kijz is the controller from the jth axis to the ith
actuator. The feedback controlled system, shown in Fig. 5,
can be designed using a variety of methods including
H-design.11 In Fig. 5, k is the discrete-time index, rRn
is the reference, eRn is the error, uRn is the control,
and yRn is the position output. When z and k are mixed
in equations or figures, such as Fig. 5, z should be treated as
the time-shift operator, defined by zxkxk+1 and
z−1xkxk−1.
In H-design the goal is to simultaneously optimize





















































FIG. 2. Triangle trajectory e.g., in scanning applications with period T and
range 0, Pmax. Velocity is Vmax=2Pmax /T and accelerations are impulses
for digital sources, peak acceleration is amax=2Vmax / ts, where ts is the
sample period. Trajectories with rapid velocity changes have high-
frequency components and require high bandwidth for accurate tracking.
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Sz I+GzKz−1, reference-to-output sensitivity called
complementary sensitivity Tz I+GzKz−1GzKz,
and reference-to-control sensitivity KzSz. Good feedback
design dictates that S be small at low frequencies for good
tracking, T be small at high frequencies for noise-
insensitivity, and KS be magnitude limited to prevent control
saturation. To this end, H design uses the fact that it is






where feedbackop0, ·zmax−, ¯·ei is
the H-norm, ¯ is the maximum singular value, and op is
the optimal norm. The filters W1z, W2z, W3z are n	n
LTI weighting functions designed to achieve the desired sen-
sitivity trade-offs. The interested reader is referred to Refs.
11, 20, and 21 for details on weighting function design.
Many numerical packages, such as MATLAB, contain built-in
code to calculate an H controller.
C. Feedforward control
Here we consider two possible implementation struc-
tures for feedforward design, which we refer to as parallel
and serial. In the parallel implementation the feedforward is



















































FIG. 3. Bode plot of PKM dynamics Ref. 19. System inputs A, B, and C are piezoelectric actuators and system outputs X, Y, and Z are Cartesian coordinates.
Dynamic coupling across the entire frequency spectrum can be seen in the off-diagonal blocks X-B, X-C, Y-A, Y-C, Z-A, and Z-B.















Region I Region II Region
III
FIG. 4. Bode plot of transfer function from actuator A to the Y axis of the
PKM showing three region characteristics to piezoelectric actuator flexure
mechanisms. Low/midfrequency region I is flat, high-frequency region II















FIG. 5. Typical feedback controlled closed-loop system.
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mentation, the feedforward is added to the reference signal.
Both implementations are illustrated in Fig. 6. The parallel
implementation is useful because the feedforward design is
largely independent of the feedback controller. This has ad-
vantages in situations where the feedback controller design is
tuned frequently, or is complex, possibly containing nonlin-
ear elements such as rate limiters. Serial implementation is
more useful in systems with “closed architecture” control
hardware, where the user does not have access to the control
signals, but typically can modify the reference signal.
The tracking error is a combination of the feedback con-
trol and the feedforward control as
1
where Pz=SzGz for the parallel system and Pz
=Tz for the serial system. In classical feedforward
design,12,13 the feedforward control wk is generated from
the reference, as wk=Fzrk. The goal is to find the filter
Fz that yields the smallest error. When Pz is invertible, it
is easy to see that Fz= P−1zSz gives zero error.
In practice, feedforward based on model inversion rarely
achieves perfect tracking due to model inaccuracy. The feed-
forward controller may actually increase the error when the
model is too inaccurate.22 Best results are obtained when the
feedforward controller is carefully designed to reduce sensi-
tivity to inaccurate modes of the model by sacrificing perfor-
mance. In Ref. 12, a finite-impulse-response FIR design for
Fz is able to provide reference tracking beyond the first
resonant mode of the system. Here, we use ILC in lieu of
classical feedforward design, to generate the feedforward
control.
III. ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL
ILC uses several iterations, or trials, of a process to au-
tomatically generate the feedforward control. In some pro-
cesses, such as scanning, the motion commands may be natu-
rally periodic. In this case the first few periods are treated as
learning iterations. In other processes, where there is no pe-
riodicity, several process iterations must first be run for
learning. In this case the addition of learning iterations to
the process may be a worthwhile trade for the improved
precision.
ILC operates in the following manner. During each itera-
tion, the tracking error is sampled and stored in memory.
After the motion has completed, learning is performed in an
offline mode using the tracking error stored in memory to
generate a new feedforward control signal. Alternatively, in-
stead of learning offline, a separate computer process thread
can be initiated to perform the learning operation. After the
new control signal is generated, it is stored in a second block
of memory. On the following iteration, the new control sig-
nal is read from the memory and applied to the system in real
time. This procedure is illustrated with the blocks in Fig. 7.
We use the subscript j on signals to denote the signal from
the jth iteration.
Because learning is performed offline, while the system
is not in motion, it is possible to use high-order filters with-
out computational concerns. Noncausal filters, which we dis-
cuss in Sec. IV, can also be used here. When the system is
online and tracking, the only real-time operations required by
the ILC are the sampling and storing of the error signal, and
the reading and updating of the control signal. It is critical to
note that processes learned by ILC must be identical from
iteration to iteration. The control signal that is generated by
ILC is specific to the reference signal used in the learning.
A. First-order ILC algorithm
The first-order ILC algorithm is given by
wj+1k = wjk + Lzejk , 2
where L is an n	n LTI filter called the learning filter,
j=0,1 , . . . is the iteration index, k=0,1 , . . . ,N−1 is the time
index, N is the iteration length. Typically, the ILC is initial-
ized to zero for the initial pass, w0k=0, so that the zeroth
pass is controlled only by the feedback controller. The learn-
ing filter, L, determines how the error is used to change the
control signal for the following iteration. In the simplest
case, L could be a constant,18 L=
, where 
 is units of
control/units of error. A constant may work well for low
frequencies where the piezo has a flat frequency response,
but to appropriately learn at frequencies near or above the
system resonances, a more sophisticated filter is necessary, as





























FIG. 6. a Parallel implementation and b serial implementation of feed-
forward control combined with feedback control. The feedforward control















not need to be
real-time
FIG. 7. ILC learning schematic. Error signal is written to memory during
each iteration. Learning occurs offline, between iterations, and is stored in
another memory location. A separate possibly networked system may be
used for learning. During the next iteration, the new control is read from
memory and applied to the system in real time.
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No matter how sophisticated our filter is, however, there
are typically some frequencies especially high frequencies
where the proper learning filter design is difficult to obtain,
generally because of model inaccuracy. With the practical
limitation of robustness in mind, a modified first-order
algorithm
wj+1k = QzIn	nwjk + Lzejk , 3
where Q is a single-input single-output SISO low pass LTI
filter on each control channel, is preferable to Eq. 2. Here
Q is used to select the learning bandwidth. We proceed using
the modified first-order algorithm.
Remark 1: In other ILC approaches23–27 for nanoposi-
tioning systems, the ILC updating algorithm is calculated in
the frequency domain, whereas here we consider it in time
domain 3. Analysis and design are similar for the two ap-
proaches, although there is a significant difference in imple-
mentation. In frequency-domain updating the output signal
of the system must be captured for an unactuated period
before and after the trajectory.24 In the time-domain updating
used here, the output signal only needs to be captured during
the trajectory, which uses less memory. Additionally, there
are no actuation constraints before or after the trajectory in
time-domain updating. Therefore, the system can be reset
immediately upon completion of the trajectory, resulting in
less downtime between iterations as compared to frequency-
domain updating. Finally, frequency-domain updating limits
the learning bandwidth by removing high-frequency terms.24
In time-domain updating the Q-filter is used to limit the con-
trol bandwidth, which permits additional design flexibility
that is leveraged in the advanced Q design in Sec. V.
B. ILC analysis
For the analysis in this section, we make the following
assumptions:
A1 the system G is LTI,
A2 the ILC is implemented in parallel or serial with a
feedback controller as in Fig. 7,
A3 the disturbance signal and initial conditions are
iteration invariant, and
A4 the iteration length is infinitely long.
Although many nanopositioning stages are flexure based
and thus have nonlinear dynamic components, the flexure
legs are typically much longer than the motion range. There-
fore, the dynamics can be accurately captured as a LTI
system28 in keeping with A1. Piezononlinearities such as
creep and hysteresis can be made small with a well designed
feedback controller11 and are here treated as external distur-
bances. A3 can be relaxed to bounded disturbances and
initial conditions. In this case, the ILC converges to a
bounded region and asymptotic performance is contained in
a bounded region.29 In practice A4 is never true, but is
often assumed in ILC analysis to permit the use of
frequency-domain tools.17 A4 can be relaxed to use the
finite length, N, and time-domain analysis performed
instead,17 but the frequency-domain analysis is used here for
simplicity.
1. Convergence
The closed-loop learning dynamics are obtained from
Eqs. 1 and 3 as
wj+1k = QzI − LzPzwjk + QzLzSzrk .
4
Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. 4 we can determine




I − LeiPei 1. 5
If the ILC is convergent, then we can find the converged
control as wk=limj→ wjk, or
wk = 
I − QzI − LzPz−1QzLzSzrk . 6
Note that it is impractical to use Eq. 6 to precisely calculate
wk in practice because we never know Pz with perfect
accuracy. However, Eq. 6 usually gives a good estimate.
2. ILC asymptotic performance
If the ILC converges, we can calculate the asymptotic
tracking from Eqs. 1 and 6 as
ek = Szrk − Pzwk = I − Pz
I − QzI
− LzPz−1QzLzSzrk . 7
If Qz=1 and Eq. 5 is true, then Eq. 7 reduces to ek
=0 and perfect tracking is achieved. Unfortunately, it is gen-
erally difficult to design Lz such that Eq. 5 is true when
Qz=1 because of Pz model inaccuracy. Instead, we use a
low pass filter for Qz and, taking the Fourier transform for
Eq. 7 we obtain
Eei = 
I − PI − QI − LP−1QLSRei ,
where we have dropped the ei argument on the systems for
compactness. If our Qz is an ideal low pass filter with
Qei=1 for  and Qei=0 for , where  is the
bandwidth, then
Eei =  0, E0ei ,  ,
where E0ei=SeiRei is the error on the initial pass.
We conclude that the asymptotic tracking bandwidth for
ILC is approximately the Q-filter bandwidth. For the best
asymptotic performance, we would like our Q-filter band-
width to be as large as possible, subject to stability constraint
Eq. 5.
IV. HIGH-BANDWIDTH LEARNING ALGORITHM
DESIGN
A. Learning filter L
Here, we design the learning filter Lz as
Lz = Pˆ invz , 8
where Pˆ invz is the left-inverse dynamics of the plant
model Pˆ z and 01 is the learning rate gain. If Pˆ invz
is a left inverse of Pz, then the stability condition in Eq. 5
becomes
103704-5 High bandwidth control of precision Rev. Sci. Instrum. 79, 103704 2008
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max
0,
	Qei	1 −  1,
which is true for any choice of . Therefore, the bandwidth
can be selected arbitrarily large for best performance. In
practice, however, the system model is never accurate so
Pˆ invz becomes an approximate left inverse of Pz. In the
absence of detailed models of uncertainty bounds, which is
challenging to obtain in practice, the inverse model is the
optimal design for Lz to maximize bandwidth. The highest
attainable bandwidth is obtained by tuning. In the following,
we present the mathematical details to construct Eq. 8 from
Pˆ z.
1. Construction of Pˆ inv„z…
Let a minimal state-space realization of the model Pˆ z
be given by
Pˆ :xPk + 1 = APxPk + BPk
k = CPxPk + DPk ,
 9
where k and k are input and output signals, respec-
tively, and AP, BP, CP, and DP are appropriately sized real
matrices. Note that the filter description of Pˆ is given by
Pˆ z=CPzI−AP−1BP+DP. A sufficient condition for invert-
ibility is that DP=0 and rankCPBP=n, where the number of
control inputs and system outputs are the same and equal to
n. This is the usual case for digitally controlled positioning
systems because the sample-and-hold circuitry prevents di-
rect feedthrough, and also the number of inputs typically
equals the number of outputs. For general invertibility con-
ditions the interested reader is referred to Ref. 30.
Our construction of Pˆ invz is composed of three steps:
construction of a delayed inverse filter, stabilization, and
noncausal delay correction. Each step is treated individually
as follows.
d-step delayed inversion. A d-step delayed inverse filter
Pˆ d
−1z is any causal filter such that Pˆ d
−1zPˆ z=z−dI. Such a
filter is not unique.30 For example, consider a delayed in-
verse filter Pˆ d
−1z. Then, a d+1-step delayed inverse filter is
given by Pˆ d+1
−1 z=z−1Pˆ d
−1z. Although we will correct the
delay in a following step, our approach here is to choose the
smallest delay for which we can find a delayed inverse filter.
For our assumed case, DP=0 and rankCPBP=n, one can
show that the smallest delay is d=1. Using standard
algorithms,30 a one-step delayed inverse filter for Eq. 9 is
given by
Pˆ 1
−1:xi1k + 1 = Ai1xi1k + Bi1k
k = Ci1xi1k + Di1k ,

where
Ai1 = AP − BPCPBP−1CPAP, Bi1 = BPCPBP−1,
Ci1 = − CPBP−1CPAP, Di1 = CPBP−1.
Stabilization of the inversion. In some cases the d-step
delayed inverse filter is unstable, which can be determined
by calculating the eigenvalues of Aid. If any eigenvalue is
outside the unit disk, then the filter is unstable. An unstable
filter is problematic because it will lead to exponentially
growing control signals, and therefore we must construct a
comparable filter that is stable. Suitable approaches for SISO
LTI systems are given in Ref. 31. Here, we extend those
results to MIMO LTI systems.
To stabilize Pˆ d
−1 we begin by separating the stable modes





 = Aid,s 00 Aid,us xid,skxid,usk  +  Bid,sBid,usk
k = Cid,s Cid,us  xid,sk
xid,usk
 + Didk ,  10
where xid,sRns, xid,usRn−ns, ns is the number of stable
modes, and Aid,s, Aid,us, Bid,s, Bid,us, Cid,s, and Cid,us are appro-
priately sized real matrices. We assume that all of the eigen-
values of Aid,s lie on the unit disk and all of eigenvalues of
Aid,us lie strictly outside the unit circle. Equation 10 can be
obtained for any system using an appropriate state
transformation.32
A well known result in system theory is that modes that
are unstable in positive time are stable in negative time,33 as
illustrated in Fig. 8. Therefore, we can stabilize the inverse
filter by replacing the positive time, or causal, unstable
modes with dynamically equivalent negative time, or anti-
causal, modes. The anticausal dynamics are, in fact, the







FIG. 8. An unstable mode in positive time is stable in negative time. Simu-
lating the mode in positive time yields exponentially diverging outputs,
while simulating in negative time yields exponentially converging outputs.
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xid,usk + 1 = Aid,usxid,usk + Bid,usk ,
usk = Cid,usxid,usk ,
the dynamically equivalent anticausal filter is given by
xid,ntk − 1 = Aid,ntxid,ntk + Bid,ntk ,




, Bid,nt = Aid,us
−1 Bid,us,
Cid,nt = − Cid,usAid,us
−1
, Did,nt = − Cid,usAid,us
−1 Bid,us.
Note that Aid,nt has all eigenvalues inside the unit circle be-
cause it is the inverse of Aid,us, whose eigenvalues are strictly
outside the unit circle. Therefore, the anticausal filter Eq.
11 is stable.
Combining the above results, we have that an unstable
d-step delayed inverse filter can always be written as the
stable d-step delayed inverse filter
Pˆ d,s
−1:xid,sk + 1 = Aid,sxid,sk + Bid,sk, xid,s0 = 0xid,ntk − 1 = Aid,ntxid,ntk + Bid,ntk, xid,ntN = 0
k = Cid,sxid,sk + Cid,ntxid,ntk + Did + Did,ntk ,

12
where we have selected zero initial and final conditions on
the causal and anticausal dynamics, respectively. A conse-
quence of the stabilization is that we require knowledge of
the entire input signal k, k=0, . . . ,N to calculate the filter
output k at any time k. This is possible because we will be
using our filter in the ILC updating Eq. 3, which is done
offline between iterations so that the entire error signal from
the previous iteration is known.
Noncausal delay correction. The final step in construct-
ing the learning filter is to correct for the d-step delay. Math-
ematically, this is achieved by setting Pˆ invz=zdPˆ d,s
−1z,
which results in Pˆ invzPˆ z= I, as desired. That is, we add d
forward-time shifts to our filter to cancel the d-step inversion
delay. In practice, it is usually easier to directly apply the
forward time shifts to the input signal. The result is the fol-
lowing modified, model-inversion first-order ILC update al-
gorithm:
wj+1k = QzIn	nwjk + Pˆ d,s−1zejk + d . 13
2. Learning rate selection
The learning rate, , determines how quickly the ILC
will converge. =1 converges quickly, while =0+ con-
verges slowly.  also affects the noise sensitivity of the ILC.
If =1, then sensor noise will pass through the update algo-
rithm, into the control. For example, consider the noisy error
signal ek= e˜k+nk, where e˜k is the actual error, e is the











































FIG. 9. Color online Gaussian filter with S=4 kHz in the a time domain
and b frequency domain. The Gaussian filter is a low pass, zero-phase,
noncausal filter.
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FIG. 10. Color online Q-filter tuning results. Bandwidths at or below 300
Hz result in convergent solutions, while bandwidths at or above 360 Hz
result in unstable solutions.


































FIG. 11. Tracking results with a fixed 300 Hz bandwidth Q-filter on the
“star” pattern presented in Sec. VI. The time series of tracking errors for the
a X axis and b Y axis are shown. Rapid accelerations in the reference
trajectory result in error “spikes” in both axes.
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tion Eq. 3 becomes wj+1k=Qzwjk+Pˆ d,s−1ze˜k
+QzPˆ d,s−1znk, where QzPˆ d,s−1znk is noise on the
control signal. Using a smaller  will reduce the amount of
noise transmitted to the control at the expense of conver-
gence rate.
Remark 2: In Refs. 23–25  is used to reduce sensitivity
of the learning algorithm to model uncertainty, especially for
inaccuracies in the phase of the model. A small  reduces
sensitivity and can extend the learnable frequency range, al-
though at the expense of convergence rate. The same ap-
proach can be applied here, and may result in a higher
Q-filter bandwidth.
B. LTI Q design
1. Zero-phase filter construction
For best performance, the Q-filter should be a zero-
phase, zero-delay filter.34 Zero phase and zero delay necessi-
tate the use of a symmetric, noncausal filter, although this is
not problematic because the Q-filtering is done offline with
the complete data set. We use a FIR Gaussian filter because it
is natively defined as a symmetric filter and the filter coeffi-
cients can be written explicitly as a function of the band-
width, which is convenient for implementation of the ad-
vanced ILC design discussed in Sec. V. The Gaussian
Q-filter with bandwidth  Hz is given by
Qz = −NQz
NQ + ¯ + 
−1z + 0




NQ exp− r222S2 ln 4 
exp− i222S2 ln 4  ,
15
where S is the sample frequency in hertz and NQ is the sup-
port. The Gaussian filter is shown in Fig. 9 for S=4000 Hz
and NQ=50.
As an alternative to the Gaussian filter, any causal filter
Butterworth, Chebychev, Bessel, etc. could be used to con-
struct the FIR symmetric Q-filter as follows. Let hk,
k=0, . . . ,NQ be the truncated impulse response of a causal
filter with bandwidth . Then symmetric Q-filter coefficients
are calculated as k=hkh−k, where  is the convolution
operator. Although more complex to implement than the
Gaussian filter, constructing the Q-filter from a causal filter
may result in sharper roll off and better performance.
2. Bandwidth selection
From Eq. 5 we have
max
−,
	Qei	¯I − LeiPei 1.
In most cases plant model uncertainty will imply that





1. To satisfy stability condition Eq. 5,
we must choose our bandwidth . The maximum band-
width, , can be determined experimentally as follows.
Choose any trajectory that excites the system at all frequen-
cies, such as a step function. Start with a low-frequency
bandwidth for Q and iterate until convergence. Signal norms
TABLE I. Identified -segments for the time-frequency decomposition
shown in Fig. 12.













59.5 2000 59.5 2000
90 2000 90 2000
120.5 2000 120 2000 120.5 2000
151 2000 151 2000 151 2000
181.5 2000 181.5 2000
FIG. 12. WVTF decomposition of signals in Fig. 11. Error spikes seen in
Fig. 11 have high-frequency content over short periods of time, called
-segments. The time-frequency decomposition is used to select parameters















FIG. 13. Parametrized bandwidth profile k for a time-varying Q-filter.
-segment times Ti are obtained from time-frequency decomposition. Shape
parameters i, Ni, and  are obtained from numerical optimization.
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such as maximum error or rms error are useful for determin-
ing when convergence has occurred. After convergence oc-
curs, increase the bandwidth for Q and restart the learning.
Repeat until divergence is observed, as illustrated in Fig. 10.
The highest stable bandwidth should be selected.
Any changes to the motion system that impacts dynam-
ics, such as loading changes, changes in environmental con-
ditions, or actuator wear may require retuning of the Q-filter
bandwidth. If the change to the system is sufficiently dra-
matic, it may be necessary to reidentify the system model
and recalculate the learning filter.
V. AN ADVANCED Q DESIGN FOR NONSMOOTH
TRAJECTORIES
As discussed in Sec. I, many common precision motion
trajectories are nonsmooth. Characteristically, these trajecto-
ries have long periods of constant or nearly constant velocity
cruises with short periods of rapid acceleration. An example
of this type of trajectory is the triangle wave shown in Fig. 2.
For these types of references, the bandwidth required to pre-
cisely track during rapid accelerations may be orders of mag-
nitude higher than the bandwidth necessary during constant
velocity cruises. Therefore, precision tracking during short,
rapid accelerations represents both a common and particu-
larly difficult challenge in precision motion control. In this
section, we present an advanced design for the Q-filter that is
tailored to improve performance this type of trajectory.
A. Time-varying Q-filter
Our goal is to design a linear time-varying LTV
Q-filter that results in improved performance beyond tradi-
tional LTI Q-filters by increasing bandwidth during short
portions of the trajectory where rapid accelerations occur. We
consider our Q-filter to be a FIR-type filter as before, Eq.
14, except that we now consider a time-varying bandwidth,
k, and thus the filter coefficients Eq. 15 change with
time. The time-varying bandwidth is designed for a particu-
lar trajectory, and any change to the trajectory will require a
new design for k. Although we lose generality with this
design, the benefit is improved performance.
B. Time-frequency analysis
Our design process begins with the largest fixed band-
width obtained in Sec. IV B 2, which we refer to as LTI

. We
set the Q-filter bandwidth to LTI , iterate until convergence,
and record the converged error signal. For example, the
X-axis error signal for the system in Section VI is shown in






































FIG. 14. Tuning process flowchart for bandwidth profile k. The high-
bandwidth design presented in Sec. VI is the starting point for the advanced
design.
FIG. 15. Color online PKM Refs. 19 and 28 schematic and photograph.
Actuators A, B, and C are piezoelectric and outputs X, Y, Z are Cartesian
coordinates. Parallel kinematics give higher stiffness faster response and
balanced dynamics at the expense of dynamic coupling.
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the error. These error spikes correspond to rapid accelera-
tions in the reference signal that are beyond the bandwidth of
the Q-filter.
To isolate temporal locations of high-frequency content,
we use a time-frequency analysis. Here, the Wigner–Ville
time-frequency WVTF distribution is used because it is the
simplest among Cohen’s class of distribution functions.35
Any distribution function from Cohen’s class or wavelet de-
composition, could be used in this step. The WVTF decom-







ek − ek + e−i2,
where NW is the window size. The distribution for the error
signals in Fig. 11 is shown in Fig. 12. The decomposition
shows frequency spikes at the same times as the magnitude
spikes from Fig. 11. We refer to segments of the trajectory
that result in spikes in error magnitude and frequency as
-segments. The temporal location and approximate fre-
quency range of each -segment is recorded. We combine
the -segments identified on each axis because the system is
coupled, and therefore bandwidth must be increased simul-
taneously on all of the system inputs. Table I lists the loca-
tion and range for the -segments identified from Fig. 12.
The remaining segments of the error with low magnitude
and/or frequency are referred to as -segments. The desig-
nation of -segments is critical because our design will focus
on performance improvement only in these sections.
The reader may be tempted to forgo the time-frequency
analysis because in the above example, the same -segments
can be identified directly from the time-domain error signal.
This is, however, not true in general. For some complex tra-
jectories it may be difficult to precisely locate -segments
from the time-domain signal alone.
C. Filter shaping
In this step we construct a parametrized time-varying
bandwidth profile using the -segments found in the time-
frequency analysis. For simplicity, we use the same band-
width for all -segments, denoted by . Centered at each
-segment we consider a variable bandwidth ,i for a pe-
riod of N,i. The parametrized time-varying bandwidth pro-
file is shown in Fig. 13.
To minimize the number of variables, -segments with
similar frequency ranges in the time-frequency decomposi-
tion can share the same tuning variables. For the time-
frequency decompositions shown in Fig. 12, it is reasonable
to use the same bandwidth  and period N for all
-segments.
D. Parameter tuning
Theoretical results indicate that there is a trade-off be-
tween -segment bandwidth and -segment bandwidth and







Ti+1 − Ti,Wz 1,
where ¯Wei¯
Pˆ −1eiPei− Pˆ ei bounds the
model uncertainty and f· ,Wz, f· , · ,Wz, and
fcoupling· ,Wz are nonlinear monotonic functions of · given
in Ref. 36. That is, increasing or widening an -segment
bandwidth will increase f, and thus the -segment band-
width must be lowered to reduce f. This may be expected
since, intuitively, performance cannot be increased every-
where without trade-off. The coupling term fcoupling decreases
exponentially with the length of time between -segments36
so that -segments very close together are penalized heavily,
but this effect dissipates rapidly as -segments are separated.
Since the trade-off functions f, f, and fcoupling depend on
Wz, which is time consuming and challenging to obtain in
practice, our approach here is to tune the profile parameters
to obtain optimal results. Our approach uses the trade-off
















































FIG. 16. Star reference a in the X-Y plane, b time series for the X axis,
and c time series for the Y axis. Dashed squares designate corners with
10 cm /s2 acceleration and dashed circles designate corners with 4.6 m /s2
acceleration. Maximum velocity is 600 m /s.
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relationships between f, f, and fcoupling to guide the tuning,
but we do not calculate the value of those functions. Addi-
tionally, the focus of the tuning will be on , i, and Ni
which have trade-offs through f and f. We assume that the
reference trajectory cannot be modified, and thus the fcoupling
term is not modified by our tuning procedure.
Parameter tuning is performed as follows. First, the
-segment bandwidth  is set smaller than LTI
 10%–20%
reduction is recommended. By setting  lower than LTI

,
the -segments can be increased. Next, -segment width N
and bandwidth  are tuned to find the best achievable per-
formance for the current . For each set 
N , ,, sev-
eral iterations of learning should be performed to reliably
determine convergence and converged performance. Next, a
new -segment bandwidth  is selected and the optimal
-segment parameters are again obtained through tuning.
The process is repeated until the optimal bandwidth param-
eters are obtained. If results are unsatisfactory, additional
tuning parameters can be included by adding more
-segments. The complete tuning process is shown in the
schematic in Fig. 14.
VI. APPLICATION: PARALLEL KINEMATIC
MECHANISM
In this section we design two ILC algorithms using the
methodologies presented in Secs. IV and V. The ILC algo-
rithms are designed for the XYZ parallel kinematic
mechanism19,28 PKM that is shown in Fig. 15. In PKMs the
end effector is connected by multiple independent kinematic
chains in a parallel scheme.19 As compared to serial kine-
matic mechanisms, PKMs have lower inertia, higher band-
widths, a balanced mechanical structure, and no linkage error
accumulation.19
Actuation of the PKM used here is provided by three
piezos, labeled as A, B, and C in Fig. 15. Position measure-
ment in Cartesian axes X, Y, and Z is provided by capaci-
tance sensors mounted below the stage. The motion range is
approximately 85 m in each axis and position accuracy is
approximately 4 nm.19 System noise results in a machine
precision level of approximately 60 nm on each axis. Control
algorithms are run on a DS1104 dSPACE DSP controller
board with a sampling rate of 4 kHz.
To evaluate the ILC algorithms, the XY star trajectory
shown in Fig. 16 is used. Although the star trajectory is
designed solely for the purpose of evaluation, the reader may
consider this trajectory analogous to the triangle wave func-
tion shown in Fig. 2. Rather than extending the triangle wave
down one axis, the star is essentially a triangle wave that is
wrapped radially around the center point. The maximum ve-
locity along the legs of the star is 600 m /s. A relatively
low acceleration of 10 cm /s2 is used on the inside corners of
the star to demonstrate tracking on smooth trajectories. At
the outside corners the direction change is nonsmooth with a
high acceleration of 4.6 m /s2.
A. Feedback control results
To provide a base line by which to compare the ILC
algorithms, we first present tracking results using only the
feedback controller. H feedback controllers are designed in
Ref. 20 resulting in 40 Hz closed-loop bandwidth. Tracking
results for the feedback controller are shown in Figs. 17 and
18. From the contour plot in Fig. 17 we see that the feedback
controller is able to provide decent tracking during the low
accelerations and constant velocity cruises. The most signifi-
cant contour errors occur at the outside corners of the star
where acceleration is highest. Although the outside corner is
intended to have a 4.6 m /s2 acceleration, the feedback con-
troller only generates between 0.8 and 1.0 m /s2 of accelera-
tion. We also see from Fig. 18 that although the star contour




















































































FIG. 17. Color online Experimental contour tracking results. Plot a shows the entire X-Y plane and plot b shows an exploded view of the outside corners
measured data points are shown with dots. Feedback control and ILC1 do not have sufficient bandwidth to precisely track the trajectory, resulting in rounded
corners. ILC2 tracks corners accurately.
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is tracked reasonably well, there is a significant lag in each
axis. In a process where timing is critical, this lag may be
problematic.
B. ILC1: LTI Q-filter
To improve tracking performance, an ILC is designed
using a constant bandwidth, which we refer to as ILC design
1, or ILC1. The learning filter is constructed as described in
Sec. IV A. The Q-filter bandwidth is tuned to obtain the op-
timal bandwidth. A few results of the tuning process are
shown in Fig. 10, and the highest convergent bandwidth is
obtained as LTI
 300 Hz. Figure 19 shows that ILC1 con-
verges in approximately five iterations.
The X- and Y-axis tracking errors using ILC1 are shown
in Figs. 17 and 18. Unlike the feedback control, no lag is
discernable with ILC1. In fact, the error is near machine
precision except at a few locations labeled “error spike” in
Fig. 18. The error spikes occur at the outside corners of the
star, and appear seen as rounded corners on the contour plot
in Fig. 17. Although ILC1 has much lower error at the out-
side corners than the feedback controller, the actual accelera-























































































































































































FIG. 18. Color online Experimental time series of tracking results. Left column shows the X axis results and right column shows the Y axis results. Feedback
control tracking is shown in a and b, and error is shown in c and d. ILC1 tracking is shown in e and f, and error is shown in g and h. ILC2
tracking is shown in i and j and error is shown in k and l.
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tion generated by the system is between 1.0 and 1.2 m /s2,
well short of the desired 4.6 m /s2. To track the high accel-
eration and achieve low error at the outside corners, higher
bandwidth is needed.
C. ILC2: LTV Q-filter
In this section we present results using an LTV Q-filter.
Design begins by selecting the -segment bandwidth as 240
Hz, or 20% lower bandwidth than LTI

. The -segment
bandwidth and width are tuned over several trials to obtain a
final result with approximately 1500 Hz peak bandwidth and
a width of N=7 samples 1.75 ms. Because a large change
in bandwidth may result in a discontinuity in the control
signal, we smooth k using a low pass filter so that the
bandwidth transitions gradually from using  to . The
final bandwidth profile is shown in Fig. 20.
Tracking results for ILC2, shown in Figs. 17 and 18,
demonstrate that best performance is obtained using a LTV
Q-filter. The error spikes evident in ILC1 are eliminated us-
ing ILC2 due to the increased bandwidth at those locations.
The peak acceleration generated using ILC2 at the outside
corners is between 3.5 and 4.5 m /s2, much closer than feed-
back or ILC1 to the desired 4.6 m /s2 acceleration used in
the reference. Perhaps most interesting is the exploded view
of the outside corners in Fig. 17. In this view, dots represent
actual data points and the lines connecting them are added as
a visual aid. Clearly, ILC2 is able to provide high precision
even when the sampling rate is slow compared to velocities
and accelerations commanded.
Tracking performance results are summarized in Table II
where we find approximately 91% and 96% improvements in
peak tracking error over feedback control with ILC1 and
ILC2, respectively. The improvement from ILC1 to ILC2 can
be calculated as approximately 60% on both axes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This article considers the problem of high-bandwidth
precision motion control of scientific instrumentation. For
repeating trajectories, such as in raster scanning, ILC can be
used to provide control bandwidths above the first system
resonance, where feedback control may have difficulty. Two
ILC designs for multiaxis systems are presented. The first
design is a high-bandwidth design that uses a time-domain
solution to the model inversion for its learning function. The
Q-filter bandwidth is tuned to the maximum stable band-
width. The second design uses a time-varying Q-filter band-
width with short segments of very high bandwidth separated
by longer segments with low bandwidth. The time-varying
bandwidth improves tracking performance on nonsmooth
trajectories, such as the triangle function used in raster
scanning.
Both designs are applied to a three axis PKM and evalu-
ated on a nonsmooth trajectory. The first ILC design in-
creases system bandwidth to 300 from 40 Hz with feedback
control alone. The second ILC design increases system
bandwidth to 1500 Hz for 1.75 ms, which is sufficient to
track the 4.6 m /s2 reference acceleration with machine-level
precision.
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